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Public schools participate in NBK, 
Omniya’s waste collecting challenge

National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) in cooperation
with Omniya’s Project Management, recently
held an orientation day for the schools partici-

pating in the School Waste Recycling Challenge
attended by Assistant undersecretary of educational
development and activities, Faisal Al-Maqseed. More
than 125 public schools registered for NBK and
Omniya’s waste collecting challenge. The competition
has kicked off officially and will be concluded in April
2020. The competition will reward the first four winners
with valuable prizes that serve the schools’ sustainable
practices. Recycling containers were distributed during
the event to be placed in the participating schools to

encourage youth to contribute in the recycling efforts. 
Yaqoub Al Baqer, NBK Communications Manager,

attended the orientation day and appreciated the
schools’ effort for being a part of this challenge. “The
challenge brings to life the importance of recycling and
keeping plastic out of our nation’s landfills. Schools will
compete against each other to collect the most plastic
bottles, which will eventually be recycled. NBK in part-
nership with Omniya is pleased to create an initiative
that encourages recycling in Kuwait.” Al-Baqer pointed
out that NBK’s cooperation with Omniya is a long-last-
ing partnership that involves effective campaigns and a
real contribution in environmental awareness. 

“At NBK, we are proud of these pioneering Kuwaiti
talents and aspirations, such as Omnia’s team.  NBK
aims at the development of a new Kuwait built on sus-
tainability, a dream all Kuwaitis aspire to achieve”. Al-
Baqer added that NBK is constantly seeking to further
enhance its investments promoting a healthy environ-
mental culture that is positively reflected on the com-
munity. NBK has maintained its leadership as a pioneer
in adopting environmental initiatives within the bank
and for the benefit of the broader community. 

The challenge between the schools aims to protect
the environment and reduce waste in line with NBK’s
sustainable development strategy, which is aligned with

the UN Sustainable Development Goals and Kuwait
Vision 2035. It is worth mentioning that, NBK has led
many eco-friendly campaigns, including recycling paper
waste throughout all its departments and energy conser-
vation efforts. NBK has also launched several environ-
mental campaigns, such as camping sites and beach
clean-up campaigns at the beginning of the summer sea-
son. Moreover, NBK has heavily invested in its new
green headquarters, which ‘LEED Gold’ certified as an
eco-friendly is building. Omniya is a national environ-
mental and cultural project aimed at spreading the cul-
ture of sorting and recycling waste in the society, creat-
ing a new industry and reducing environmental pollution.

Notice

The TIES Center invites you
to another session of our
Purification and Prayer class

today, at 11 am. In this class, we will
learn more about some prayers that
are not connected to the five oblig-
atory prayers, their virtue, and
their timings. We will discuss the
pillars of worship (motivators to
worship Allah), their significance,

and how to abide by them. We will
also ponder the extent of Allah’s
happiness when someone repents,
the benefits of repentance, and
how its legislation is a mercy from
Allah (SWT) to all his creatures.
Finally, we wil l  learn about the
prostration of gratitude, its bene-
fits, when and how to perform it,
and the invocations we ought to
say when we perform it. Come and
learn the hows and whys of physi-
cal and spiritual purity to perfect
your prayer.

LOYAC Lebanon
celebrates its
tenth anniversary 

Under the patronage of Mohammed
Al-Saqer, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of LOYAC, LOYAC Lebanon

celebrated its tenth anniversary. The cere-
mony was attended by the Board of Trustees
Dr Saad Al-Barrak, Fadia Al-Marzouq,
Fareah Al-Saqqaf in addition the Board of
Directors of LOYAC Fattouh Al-Dalali, Mona
Al-Kalouti, Lara Dardian and Nadia Al-
Marzouq. From LOYAC Lebanon, economist
Ramzi Sabouri and Nadia Ahmed Managing
Director of LOYAC Lebanon also attended
the event.

The ceremony saw a number of prominent
Lebanese personalities, including internation-
al artist Nadine Labaki, well-known Arab
media personnel Jazeel Khoury, journalist
Ricardo Karam, international music artist
Khaled Mouznar, Habib Barakat, director of
the National Bank of Kuwait in Lebanon,
well-known businesswoman Mai Makhzoumi,
Anthony Stefan, the first Board of Directors
of LOYAC Lebanon, Souad Amin Former
President of LOYAC Lebanon, Ghassan
Sidawi, Ali Hamadeh and his wife Samar
Madi. The ceremony was also attended by
Fahad Abu Shaar General Manager of
Sheraton Hotel in Kuwait LOYAC’s partner,
Zeina Muqaddam LOYAC’s permanent volun-
teer and media partner.

At the beginning of the ceremony, Fareah
Al-Saqqaf welcomed the audience and gave a
brief speech about the foundation of LOY-
AC’s Lebanon, the brotherly relations shared
between the two countries and the govern-
ment saying: “It is natural to think of Lebanon
first and before any other Arab country. The
relationship between the two people is old
and firm, whether economically, culturally,
politically or socially. Many Kuwaitis, for
example, have learned here from childhood,
like me. The Lebanese journalism has played
an important role in building the media and
press institutions in Kuwait.”

Al-Saqqaf stressed in her speech about
the importance of joint Arab action and link-
ing Arab youth to joint humanitarian volun-
teer projects, adding: “LOYAC was launched
in 2002 with a clear vision that is moving
forward day by day, bearing in mind the uni-
ty of human destiny. We have gained the
confidence of young people in every Arab
country where we worked from Kuwait,
Jordan, Lebanon and Yemen because we
have given them opportunities that made
their reality much better than they expected,
and we achieved a lot with a little money and
a lot of love.”

LOYAC is based on a system of fair values
and principles and aims to promote social
responsibility in the hearts of young people.
These values are clearly reflected in the pro-
grams and activities that they offer to the
youth, which are keen to connect the Arab
youth with each other and to inform and
bring them closer to peoples and other civi-
lizations, devoting the value of celebrating the
different, not just accepting it.

She concluded by thanking all the previous
Boards of Directors, praising the roles of
Suad Amin, Sahar Assaf, Alexander Najjar

and Anthony Stefan. As for Ramzi Al Sabouri,
he had volunteered to serve LOYAC since
2005 where he established the IT department
at LOYAC Kuwait and served for four years
as a Volunteer Technical Consulting. Al-
Sabouri has moved to Lebanon and helped in
establishing LOYAC Lebanon. AL-Saqqaf has
also extended special thanks to Fahad
Abushaar, who helped in providing LOYAC
Lebanon with various facilities in terms of
halls and training opportunities for Lebanese
youth at Sheraton hotels in Lebanon.

Ramzi Sabouri for his part, said that he is
proud to be one of LOYAC Arab family and

that the management model in LOYAC is
unique since it gives you a feeling of warmth
of the family despite of its high professional-
ism. Al-Sabouri pointed out to the impor-
tance of the financial transparency that LOY-
AC has followed since its inception, which
made it gain high credibility among partners
and supporters and maintained them for
many years.

The concert included live testimonies from
youth benefiting from LOYAC programs in
Lebanon in various fields. The event also
included short documentary films of some
projects and programs in LOYAC Lebanon
such as Homes program, youth short film
workshop, training programs, sports and
artistic activities, which benefited thousands
of young people.

The highlight of the concert was a singing
performance of a the song “Tomorrow is a
new day”. It is worth mentioning that the Art
Caravan Project, founded by LOYAC and
LABA in Lebanon, benefits more than 220
children and more than 40 Syrian women,
while the children are a mix of Syrians,
Lebanese and Palestinians. As well as a num-
ber of young Lebanese who work as teachers
and trainers in the project. LOYAC Volunteer
Youth also has a mix of Arab communities
which includes Yemeni and Iraqi nationalities.

After the ceremony, Mohammed Al-Saqer
expressed his happiness for the achievements
he witnessed. Al-Saqer said that he knew the
importance of the work that LOYAC is doing
in the Arab world, but he did not imagine its
significant impact.
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